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EDITORIAL NOTE

Editorial

‘Unless the younger generation has access
to…cultural repertoires and can understand and
practice them, to some extent at least, from
the inside, they will lack the resources – the
cultural capital – of their own 'heritage', as a
base from which to engage other traditions.’
Stuart Hall (1999) ‘Whose heritage? un-settling 'The Heritage', re-imagining the Post-nation’
Third Text 49: 3-13,
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PREFACE: WHOSE HERITAGE?

The Open Call: Sandra Shakespeare
Whose Heritage? Residencies were undertaken by New Museum School graduates at the
following National Trust sites: Sutton House, 575 Wandsworth Road in London,
Runnymeade & Ankwerwyke and Clandon Park in Surrey. Online organisations Art UK and
the Collections Trust and Milton’s Cottage Museum in Buckinghamshire. Researchers
brought diverse perspectives to specific areas of research at each organisation. Each
researcher was mentored by curatorial, research, or interpretation staff in their quest to
reveal new narratives behind objects and sites to connect meaningfully with diverse
audiences - those communities who might not feel the collections or sites are ‘for them’.
INTERSECTIONALITY DECOLONISATION ACTIVISM
Residencies allowed researchers creative opportunities for the interrogation language and
terminology, traditionally used when classifying or describing objects. The reports capture
this tension with contemporary forms of decolonisation practice to challenge accepted
institutional practice. For example: Sutton House’s intangible history linked to ‘squatter
activism’ explored local communities and new insights conveyed through archives, protest
banners and posters through a digital zine. This ezine also speaks to Gen Z, the
accessibility and consumption of heritage through online digital media expressed through
non-conformist DIY art forms or with Art UK and research into Bi-visibility: the importance
of bisexual+ representation in UK art collections. At 575 Wandsworth Road research and
re-interpretation of the times and life of the owner Khadambi Asalache will help enhance
and understand how BAME visitors experience topophilia at this site. Whose Heritage?
Residencies:
–
–
–
–
–

Revealed new narratives behind objects, collections, sites, and monuments
in ways that connect meaningfully with diverse audiences
Brought new research and interpretation to heritage assets
Illustrated the value of a diverse workforce
Supported the careers of graduates through an outcome driven residency with leading
heritage organisations
Shared knowledge with the wider sector with work and outcomes on a new online
platform this provides the context for the broader debate of diversity issues across the
arts and heritage sector.
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SAMUEL ALI
Milton’s Cottage

Samuel worked as trainee at Museum of Croydon gaining experience in digital marketing,
exhibitions, interpretation and collections access. Having previously worked in a national
museum, he learnt how a museum service can be delivered on a smaller scale with volunteer
support and a focus on local history. He particularly enjoyed developing archives and
collections to diversify audiences and increase public involvement.
At the Museum of Croydon, Samuel worked on collections connected with World War 1 and
on an exhibition about the Fairfield Hall venue. He had the opportunity to research stories
on Black history and share these to tell a wider story about the collections. I hope to continue
to work in archives and collections with a focus on widening access. He would like to
specialise in archival work and develop his knowledge. This way, he hopes to be able to assist
researchers in shedding new light on history.
Using various sources, including the Museum archives, Samuel was able to research the lives
of two Trinidadian brothers, Ralph and Otho Vignalë, who had lived in Croydon prior to WW1
and subsequently volunteered with the British Army during the war. He examined the
casualties of the British West Indies Regiment and presented his research in a pop-up
display in the Museum.
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THE ROLE OF WORKERS’ ARCHIVES
Research project by Samuel Ali for the Milton’s Cottage Sutton House as part of the
Whose Heritage? residencies in partnership with Culture&.
Introduction- Archives and history
Archives are defined by the International Council on Archives as “contemporary records
created by individuals and organisations as they go about their business and therefore
provide a direct window on past events.1” They have a role in supporting individual,
organisational and state identity and rights “(b)y providing evidence of human actions and
transactions...2” Archives and public access to the records therein have played a role in
control of historical narratives, including, in colonialism contexts, through management of
evidence.3
Post-custodial theory of archives presents a model of archive-keeping with “the idea that
archivists will no longer physically acquire and maintain records, but that they will provide
management oversight for records that will remain in the custody of the record creators”4
This is associated with ‘participatory archives’ where a community collaborate to manage
and maintain an archive, enabled by digital technology.
Addressing group marginalisation and under-representation in archives offers an
opportunity to provide a fuller record of history and further realise the promise of “identity,
democracy, accountability and good governance” that public archival records are said to
offer.5 Widening record-keeping can offer a mutually reinforcing effect with existing records,
to provide a more complete picture of history.
Examples of representation of workers in organisational archives (see also Appendices)
Corporate archives
Some major business public archive holdings are managed by staff archivists or historians
and include employee publications, such as internal newspapers6 , limited staff contracts,
lists and photographs7, personal papers/collections8 and employee policies9 and gifts.10
Heineken produced employee oral history records on the event of the closure in 1988 of a
brewery in Amsterdam. It has been said that: “(t)hrough the oral history method, employees
were given a voice that showed how the same events were (differently) experienced.
Moreover, the oral histories made the personal impact of abstract developments more
concrete, notably issues such as internationalization, mergers and acquisitions, changing
workings conditions, scaling up or down, or closure.11
State sector archives
French state-owned national rail company, SNCF Group, has a National Centre for Employee
Archives in Béziers which holds records on some 800,000 railway workers, with career
information, pension files and employee registers, covering permanent and contract workers.
The archives includes records of those who worked on North African networks, offering an
insight into the role of the company and workers in French colonies.12 The archives are open
to the public under Articles L213-1 and L213-2 of France’s Heritage Code.
Rail worker personal details were made available online in Holland by the Utrecht Archives,
in 2019.13 The database covers the period 1836-1920. Entry details cover worker name, date
and place of birth, date of marriage, number of children, job titles, wages, medical check-ups,
rewards and cases punishments. Such a public record potentially offers. Additionally,
historical insight into the role of various marginalised groups in the development of Holland’s
rail service, including immigrant groups.
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Public museum archives
The Imperial War Museums, an arms length public body, holds a public collection of its own
administrative records, capturing development of its collections, exhibitions, publications,
events and activities.14 Within its collections it has a photograph collection focused on its
own activities which features members of staff, sometimes, identified by name, title or
department, sometimes, unidentified.
Amongst the museum events identified in this photography collection are exhibition, book
and site launch events, a Christmas party and a final senior management meeting for a
member of staff.
Scenes identified include “pest infestation in galleries”, “Post-its on wall in conference room,”
“Exterior of Victoria and George Cross area” and “racking room under wraps for maintenance
work.” Staff members expressly identified in this collection include: Keeper Film and Video
Archive, Director of Collections, Training and Development, Personnel, Education
department, Volunteer and Collections Management.
The National History Museum’s online catalogue15 identifies extensive staff records. A search
for “staff” in the online catalogue produced over 1,609 results. Results included staff
involvement in a blood donor scheme, “exhibition: staff matters,” staff pay scales, job
descriptions, screenings for museum staff, “hooliganism, including assaults on staff,” field
work by staff, papers, catering, Keepers’ meetings minutes, organisation and method,
handbook, costings and training, amongst others.
Union archives
Warwick University’s ‘Modern Records Centre’ contains archives of the Transport and
General Workers’ Union, which was formed out of a variety of unions in the 1920s to become
the single biggest in British history.
The archive includes papers of Central Office, Research Department, Branch and Members.
Its members worked within a variety of sectors, including, clerical work, agriculture, building,
chemical, coal shipping, docks, fishing, flour milling, food and drink, general work, metal and
engineering, oil, power, public services and civil air transport, commercial road transport,
rubber, tobacco and waterways.
Worker created records
An example of employee created records is the “Erie Railroad Magazine”, published between
1905 and 1960, by workers on the Erie Railroad between New York and Lake Erie.16 The
magazine, which continued beyond 1960 after company mergers, is said to contain: “news
on employees from each division” and “tables of employees who have recently retired or
passed on, along with years of service and position titles. The Magazine also carried news
on the personal lives of employees, celebrating the weddings and births and grieving the
losses. It fleshes out the lives of these railroaders in ways that personnel records or seniority
rosters often don't.”17
Worker records and labour and industrial history – a case study
The UK-based ‘Railway Work, Life and Death’ research project focuses on railway accidents
in Britain and Ireland in the late 1800s to early 1900s. It is run by the University of Plymouth
and the National Railway Museum and involves academic researchers and volunteers
transcribing and researching archives and records to provide historical insight into the
experiences of rail workers.18
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The main sources of data are the Railway Inspectorate of the Board of Trade accident reports
between 1911 and 1915, applications to the Great Eastern Railway Benevolent Fund (1913-23)
for assistance after an accident, and legal cases dealt with by the Amalgamated Society of
Railway Servants trade union (1901-1905). The records are said to reveal information about
“working conditions on the railways, relationships between the state, companies and unions,
who was involved in accidents and attitudes towards safety.”19
The 1911-1915 injury reports database, created by this research project, has nearly 4,000
entries for rail and other work injuries or fatalities. Within the data is evidence of the
experiences of some sub- groups amongst rail workers. The database contains three women,
working as cleaners; they suffered injuries in separate incidents, with one dying. 118 cases of
injuries to working children, under the age of 18 years, are recorded, with 24 fatalities, a
number amongst these individuals recorded as being aged 14 years. Lack of data on criteria
such as ethnicity or birthplace makes it difficult to identify the specific experiences of ethnic
minority and immigrant groups but there is the possibility of further research in this area with
use of census data.
The research data identifies a significant variety of job roles and identifies the worker type
of “casual” workers, including, “casual labourer”, “casual lad porter” and “casual shunter”.
Casual work has been defined as labour hired by the hour or day or for the performance of
specific tasks.20 Other types of worker identified are “non-company”, “private”, “temporary”
and “contractor”, indicating varying relationships with the railway companies. Such records
may enable greater understanding of the experiences and roles of different classes of
worker.
Due to, perhaps, commercial imperatives, visibility and the structure of society, until the
1890s, railway passenger injuries were the subject of most of the accident investigations that
occurred. Subsequently, dedicated inspectors investigated employee/worker accidents and
created reports. At this time, around 3% of employee accidents were investigated and it from
this data that the Railway Work, Life and Death project is focused.
Community Archives
Collective efforts to formally collect and preserve records to create new sources to address
gaps in established archives are sometimes broadly called ‘community archives’.21 Whilst a
general term, it is said to involve “the active and ongoing involvement of members of the
source community in documenting and making accessible their history on their own
terms.”22 There is an active role by a certain group or community in the archive and the
“initiative, impetus and intellectual ownership of these projects usually resides with members
of these communities”23
Community archives face predictable challenges such as participation, cost, space,
standards, technical skills and accessibility. At times, they are led by a few dedicated
individuals who “are compelled to archival action because it mattered to their identity and
history”24, which creates an uncertain long-term sustainability.
Digital community archives present opportunities, as well as difficulties. They may reduce the
cost and need for space to store objects and enhance the recording of non-physical items,
such as rituals, processes and moments which may represent “embodied practice and
knowledge.”25 Digital copying opens the possibility of the individuals retaining control and
ownership of their original items, potentially, enabling a wider collection and better
representation of the community. It may offer new access and participation opportunities for
individuals, transcending physical boundaries, though, it may also exclude those without
technical equipment, expertise or interest. There is also the opportunity for tracking and
evaluating digital interest.
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A potential disadvantage for purely digital community archives is that the absence of a
physical space for participation may hinder the development and building of community and
archives. This will especially be the case if the community lacks access or is not experienced
in the use of digital tools for such purposes. Community events and gatherings, based
around archives, can offer a means for engagement and can provide an alternative in the
absence of a dedicated physical community archive space.26
Examples of Community Archives
Eastside Community Heritage arose as part of Newham Museum Service in 1993. However,
restructuring of the service mean that the project became independent, registering as
charity, in 1997, and received funding to hire staff. In 1999, the archives began the project of
collecting local community records, including oral histories and photographs. Ongoing
projects include collecting and sharing the stories of residents of a ward in Barking which is
undergoing redevelopment and oral history collection relating to the collapse of the Ronan
Point tower block, in 1968. Amongst their mission statements is the aim to “(e)mpower
individuals and communities to write, rewrite, record, publish and present their own histories
and those of their local areas.”
Webster and Horsfall Ltd, the oldest Birmingham manufacturing company, produced all the
wire for the first successful Trans Atlantic Telegraph Cable, in 1866. The developments of the
company enabled the internal combustion engine and deep cast mining. The company
archives27 contain worker personnel and operations records, providing an insight into local
and national history.
The Cocoa Works Magazine was “a journal in the interests of employees of Rowntree & Co
Ltd, York”.28 It predates the Cadbury’s staff magazine by nine months, with the first issue
published in March 1902. The magazine was the idea of Joseph Rowntree and designed to
be a means of communication between the workforce and management. The magazine ran
from 1902 to 1986 and contained records of the experiences of workers of all types, ranging
from social news to information about management decision-making.
The Rowntree Archives contains copies of the magazine and is held by the University of York
and ongoing project of the Rowntree Society is seeking to create an index of named
individuals in the magazine issues between 1902 and 1971, to be made available for local
historians, academics and other interest persons.29
Museum worker community archives
Museums have a role as memory and educational institutions, preserving, interpreting and
sharing historical understanding and objects. It is increasingly accepted that museum output
and actions are not neutral,30 but shaped by the subjective choices of both individuals, such
as founders, managers and other decision-makers and the norms of the culture. Museums
rationalise, harmonise and focus their function through mission statements and other
organisational objectives. In observing industry principles and technical standards, museums
may commit to consistent national or international best practices, including on preservation
and accession of collections.31
The archiving of museum worker experiences can contribute to understanding of local
history. Records of decision-makers can shed light on their outputs, as well as the processes,
intentions and ideas behind operations and outputs at the museum. The records of other
workers, from volunteers to contractors, provides information on the functioning of the
museum and may, depending on the type of records, offer information about the local
communities from which they come from.
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Museum worker experience archives may also offer historians a perspective on the
functioning and trends of the sector overall. For example, in recent times, financial difficulties
and budget cuts have caused changes in models of operating, including reliance on
volunteer workforces and use of agency and other workers. These structural operating
changes can be captured in museum worker archives.
For museum workers themselves, such archives offer participation and connection to the
museum and the worker community. This will especially be the case for non-decision-making
workers.
Resulting institutional memory can offer inspiration and education to aid their roles in the
museum. Resulting knowledge and information can empower the community to protect and
develop their work conditions and contributions.
Social Media and Archives
Platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Flickr and others, may be suitable for
showcasing the photography archive for publicity and sharing of information. It may also
encourage engagement from within the community by providing material in formats readily
accessible to them.32
Effective social media interaction and campaigns can be time consuming.33 Publishing
impact may be ephemeral and basic, given the high volume of content produced and
displaced in real-time.
Certain platforms provide a more stable user public platform for material to be published
and displayed. Staff and volunteer availability should be considered in planning. Moreover,
attention should be paid on who within the target audience or community has access to such
platforms and whether alternative approaches may be necessary in order to be inclusive and
reach a wide audience.
Milton’s Cottage Case Study
Milton’s Cottage is a 16th century timber-framed building in Chalfont St. Giles,
Buckinghamshire, which is the former home of the writer, John Milton. It is open to the public
for viewing. It holds a collection of publications by Milton and some artefacts from his life.
The museum is managed and run by a Business Director and a team of Volunteers, with
Trustees overseeing operations.
The museum has not developed a record or archive of workers thus far. My research
considered ways that such records could be formed and shared for the present and future.
I produced a Volunteer Questionnaire to gather information on volunteer interest in creating
and contributing to a workers’ archive. I was particularly interested in the form and type of
records volunteers’ would be interested in contributing.
I researched and produced the above report, considering the role that community archives
can play in capturing and sharing the role of workers in a workplace, including a museum.
I researched open source digital means that Milton’s Cottage could use to start to build up
an onlinearchive or gallery of worker experiences both for internal and external purposes. I
focused on the online digital archive service, Omeka, and the image gallery service, Flickr.
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Screenshot of Omeka.net digital archive page set-up as a demo. I added two photographs
and completed metadata entries about each. The individual items can be grouped as
collections and are searchable by description. There is an option to make items private or
public. Omeka.net is hosted by Omeka and has a variety of account options, including a free
account with limited functionality and memory space. (S.Ali)

Screenshot of Omeka.net digital archive page set-up as a demo. This image shows some of
the metadata that I entered for one of the photos that I uploaded (S.Ali)
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Using Social Media - Flickr
I also set up a demonstration Flickr page to research the ease and potential for showcasing
photographs for an archive. It is relatively easy to set-up a free account, upload images and
group into albums. The images can be made public or private and can be searchable by all
users.
Flickr and other platforms like it are designed for static image displays, rather than rolling
content of social media platforms like Instagram or Twitter. It is thus suitable for longer-term
displays and content. Flickr holds potential for showcasing archival photos, categorised by
campaign or subject, and could be used to encourage participation and engagement from
workers, volunteers and visitors.
Flickr is designed for digital images only. More research may be required to evaluate its
suitability against other platforms, which may have a bigger and inclusive audience, such as
Facebook, as well as its suitability to host images from a workers’ archive for engagement
with volunteers and staff.

Screenshot of Flickr public page of the Migration Museum presents images from various
events and exhibitions. This album features photos taken during a “Foundation Morning Tea”
even on 18 May 2021. The text description for the images tends to be limited. By organising
image albums by events and exhibits, whilst featuring staff and volunteers, they likely appeal
to both the public and partners and may provide a source of promotion and engagement.
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Screenshot for Migration Museum Flickr public page - within the 18 May 2021 event album
is this image. No text information, beyond the event date and name is provided on this page.
This image is unlikely to have been formally accessioned into the collection or archive and,
therefore, record-keeping and information sharing is limited. (S.Ali)

Screenshot from Migration Museum public Flickr page - this image is from the 'Photographic
Collection' page, which is their most viewed album. As this photo has been formally
accessioned into the museum’s collections, information is more detailed and a connection
is made with another item in the collection (S.Ali)
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Reflections
The creation of a workers’ archive requires significant time commitment and personal
interest. Limited resources and interest may be the most significant obstacle. Deciding upon
the aims and methods will be important. My research suggested that groups that felt a strong
identity, especially, if under threat or misrepresented, and a desire to protect and share their
experiences were most likely to form a community archive. The maintenance of the archive
can rely on a few enthusiastic individuals which may threaten its long-term sustainability.
Getting institutional support and also funding of the archive project may be important for its
sustainability and growth.
Organisations whose management identify with workers and value social and
labour/organisational history may initiate the creation of workers’ records. The strength of
that commitment and available resources will dictate the depth of record creation and
sharing – as well as the degree towards co- production and management with workers.
I feel there may be scope to create a workers’ archive at Milton’s Cottage which would
enhance volunteer/worker participation and experience, as well as contributing to historical
understanding of the museum and its operations.
Limited staffing and resources means that the project must be manageable and modest. It
could focus on photographs taken at staff and volunteer events, staff, contractors and
volunteers at work, the work of gardeners. Record capture could become part of museum
processes – for example, at certain regular events or dates in the year. It can have the twin
effect of capturing moments and work processes. Both of these will help future generations
of workers and historians understand the historic role of the museum and its operation.
Questions raised by my research
•
•
•
•
•
•

What inspires groups to create and preserve records of their experiences and how can
this be enabled?
Who sustains a workers’ archive for the future?
What is the most suitable method of managing a workers’ archive?
What digital preservation strategies must be followed to safeguard digital archives?
What role can digital technology play in creation, participation and sharing of workers’
archives?
What are the data privacy and legal issues with workers’ archives?

Samuel Ali
31 October 2021
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Appendix 1: Creation and Organisation
Digital Archiving Guide: First Steps34
“...(Digital materials require ongoing active intervention to remain accessible. Computer
crashes, changes in software and hardware, and the overwhelming volume of digital content
we generate on a daily basis can contribute to the loss of important memories if we don't
take action to keep digital records accessible over time.
Select
Identify the digital materials you want to keep over the long term. Make a list of the types of
digital files you want to keep. At first, focus your preservation efforts on small collections of
the most important files in specific areas, such as travel photos or research papers. Don't
get burned out by trying to save everything and spending time on things you don't actually
need.
Gather
Figure out where the files you want to keep are located and copy them to one central
computer so they can be backed up. Think about all the computers, devices, and online
spaces that may contain your digital content:
Computers (personal or work) Phones and tablets
Other electronic devices music players
digital cameras
digital audio/video recorders External hard drives and disks Email (personal or work)
Cloud services and storage (Google, Box, etc) Personal websites/blogs
Social media and file hosting services (Facebook, Twitter, etc)
Organize
Organize your files so they'll be easy to browse or search. Your files aren't accessible unless
you can find them and know what they are. Adding descriptive information (metadata) to the
file will make your digital collection easier to navigate. Grouping your files in folders by
subject will also make them easier to access and preserve. See the Metadata section for
more.
Backup
With all of your important digital files on one computer, back it all up by copying the entire
collection to other storage media, such as external hard drives.
Follow the 3-2-1 Rule:
3 – Make 3 copies
2 – Use 2 different types of storage media1 – Store 1 backup in a different location See the
Storage section for more.
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Maintain
Digital preservation requires active maintenance over time to ensure that your materials
remain accessible. Whatever type of storage media you use, monitor it by periodically
checking up on your digital archive.
Check your storage annually. Don't wait until your computer finally crashes to discover that
your storage has failed as well. Every year, connect to your storage media and open up a few
random files to test that they're still accessible.
Refresh your storage every 5–7 years. Copy your digital storage to new media to mitigate the
risks of ageing technology. Also, you may want to take advantage of the increased storage
capacity of newer drives as hardware evolves.
Develop a system of governance by creating a digital preservation strategy
Think about funding. Public archives are likely to acquire digital records from a variety of
sources and will need to be able to sustain access to them. If the archive is unable to support
digital preservation, it will not be able to present the records to users over time. Archives
creating digital surrogates need to remember that these assets will also need to be
preserved and should be managed through the digital preservation strategy. A ‘paper only’
service may lead investors to decide that the archive no is longer helping the organisation
to meet its business objectives
Concepts
Born Digital vs. Digitization: Files created on your computer or other digital devices are
considered "born digital," because they originate as digital content rather than as digital
surrogates of physical materials. Digitization is the process of creating digital versions of
physical materials through scanning, recording, or other digital capture techniques. This
guide is focused on born digital materials, although many of the following concepts also
apply to creating digital versions of physical materials.
File Formats: Encoding standards that allow computers to store and access information as
different types of media so it can be rendered by software. File formats are commonly
referred to by the extension that appears at the end of a file name, such as .doc, .mp3, etc.
File formats that are widely adopted by large populations of users are likely to continue to
be supported by software, browsers, and other rendering platforms.
Compression: Some file formats use compression algorithms to make file sizes more efficient
by eliminating data that the algorithm considers redundant. Depending on the type of
compression, this may result in a permanent reduction in quality for the content of the file.
This may be fine for everyday uses of your files, but you may want to be aware of the type of
compression used by your file formats when saving important files over the long-term.
Open Source vs. Proprietary: If a file format's specifications (the documentation that
describes how the format works) are open to public view (aka open source), the format is
likely to remain accessible across different platforms. If a format is proprietary, its
specifications are maintained by an organization that may want to keep the format locked in
a specific commercial software, which can make it more difficult to preserve. In general, open
formats have fewer software dependencies and are therefore better for preservation.
Obsolescence: When a file format, disk media, or computer system is no longer widely used
or supported, there's a growing risk that the digital content it contains may one day become
completely inaccessible. Digital preservation experts are concerned with migrating content
from at-risk formats and storage media to more stable standards that are likely to remain
accessible over time.
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Appendix 2: Digital Archives options
Open source museum archive software
Archivematica - https://www.archivematica.org/en/
Archivematica is an integrated suite of open-source software tools that allows users to
process digital objects from ingest to access in compliance with the ISO-OAIS functional
model. Users monitor and control ingest and preservation micro-services via a web-based
dashboard.
Archivematica uses METS, PREMIS, Dublin Core, the Library of Congress BagIt specification
and other recognized standards to generate trustworthy, authentic, reliable and systemindependent Archival Information Packages (AIPs) for storage in your preferred
repository.35
Omeka - https://omeka.org/
Omeka is a free, open source web publishing system for online digital archives. Its main
focus/strength is producing websites and online exhibitions. Both the Web interface and
back end cataloging system are one unified application. Users can build attractive websites
and exhibits using templates and page layouts, without having to adjust code, although more
robust displays can be created by customizing the CSS and HTML files, and moving around
some PHP snippets. Omeka has a plugin available for OAI support to make collections
harvestable by major search engines.
Although Omeka is a bit more limited than some other applications such as Collective Access
(see below) in terms of cataloging & metadata capabilities, it allows fast/easy creation of
online exhibits through a Web interface, a low learning curve, many plugins with added
functionality, and a large developer community.36
Metadata Supported: Omeka uses Dublin Core and MODS metadata, and offers
customizable item type cataloging. There are many templates and plugins which offer added
functionality such as displaying items on Google Maps, providing LCSH for cataloging
Hosted Version and/or Downloadable Code Available? Omeka offers both a hosted, Webbased version or the downloadable application which can be installed and hosted on-site by
the organization.
Collective Access - http://collectiveaccess.org/
“Collective Access is a free, open source cataloging tool and web-based application for
museums, archives and digital collections. Its main focus/strength is on cataloging and
metadata. You can create very robust cataloging records, create relationships between
items, create profiles of creators and subjects of items and link them to objects, etc.
Collective Access offers multiple metadata schemas. The Web component, called Pawtucket,
is a separate installation, and necessitates editing php files in order to build/adjust websites.
A front-end PHP programmer would be necessary with this solution, and quite possibly one
to set up the back-end templates as well.”
Hosted Version and/or Downloadable Code Available? The application is downloadable and
must be hosted by the organization, no hosted version is available.
Metadata Supported: DublinCore, VRA, CDWA/CCO, MARC (planned), others, plus the ability
to create in house standards and to customize existing standards. Ability to access external
data sources and services such as LCSH, Getty Art & Architecture Thesaurus, and
GoogleMaps, GoogleEarth or GeoNames for geospatial cataloguing.
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CollectionSpace http://www.collectionspace.org/
ColectionSpace is a free, open-source collections management application for museums,
libraries, historical societies, and other organizations with special collections. The application
is administered by Museum of the Moving Image, but it's a joint partners with the division of
Information Services and Technology at the University of California, Berkeley and the Centre
for Applied Research in Educational Technologies at the University of Cambridge. The
software is made up of a suite of modules and services for managing your collections of
digital assets, however it doesn't have any native ability to create digital exhibits. Instead, it
enables users to connect with other open-source applications already in use by the cultural
sector for online exhibition creation. The application allows for the creation of a customized
controlled vocabulary for describing collections.
Hosted Version and/or Downloadable Code Available? The application is downloadable and
must be hosted by the organization, no hosted version is available.
Metadata Supported: CollectionSpace supports multiple metadata schemas including
DublinCore and customized schemas.
Open Exhibits http://openexhibits.org/
Open Exhibits is a multitouch, multi-user tool kit that allows you to create custom interactive
exhibits. The strength of this application has less to do with cataloging collections of digital
assets, but developing online and interactive exhibits with digital objects. The multi-touch
piece comes into play with the ability to specify that certain types of user behaviors will result
in various outcomes,
e.g. if a user drags a certain section of an image, the entire image will move and readjust
along with the movement. Users without technical expertise can work with pre-existing
templates and modules, while developers can create their own with the SDK kit. The
application uses a combination of its own markup languages – Creative Mark-up Language
(CML) and Gesture Mark-up Language (GML) along with CSS libraries.
Hosted Version and/or Downloadable Code Available? The application is downloadable and
must be hosted by the organization, no hosted version is available.
Pachyderm http://pachyderm.nmc.org
Pachyderm is a free, open-source and easy-to-use multimedia authoring tool created by the
New Media Consortium (NMC). It's been designed for people with little technology or
multimedia experience and involves little more than filling out a web form. Authors place their
digital assets (images, audio clips, and short video segments) into pre-designed templates,
which can play video and audio, link to other templates, zoom in on images, and more.
Completed templates result in interactive, Flash-based presentations that can include
images, sounds, video, and text that can be downloaded and displayed on websites or can
be kept on the Pachyderm server and linked directly
from there.
Hosted Version and/or Downloadable Code Available? The NMC has stated that they are no
longer offering hosted accounts at this time so the application must be downloaded and
hosted by the organization or individual.
Metadata Supported: Not applicable.
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Appendix 3: Notable Labour Archives & Records in the UK
Labour History Archive and Study Centre (People's History Museum)
newspaper and media
political parties, organisations, societies, clubs
personal diaries
personal records and correspondence Cardiff University
Working class histories - Archive collections relating to the social and cultural history of the
working classes, including autobiographies, records and reports on living conditions.
Trade unions Records of the British Trades Union Congress, Cardiff Trades Union Council,
and individual trade unions.
Labour Party Archives, publications and ephemera from the British Labour Party and
Independent Labour Party.
Socialism and Communism Archives on microfilm, pamphlets and newspapers. Bishopsgate
Institute
Based close to Liverpool Street Station in London, the Bishopsgate Institute holds a range
of archives and printed material concerning London, the labour movement, co-operation,
freethought and humanism, and protest and campaigning.
Hull University Archives at Hull History Centre
Hull University Archives, based at Hull History Centre, contain numerous collections on
modern literature and drama, maritime history, and politics and pressure groups.
Labour History Archive and Study Centre
The Labour History and Archive Centre, located at the People’s History Museum,
Manchester, holds collections relating to left wing politics, including the archives of the
Labour Party and the Communist Party of Great Britain.
London School of Economics
The London School of Economics Archives hold major collections on modern British political,
economic and social history, and the history of the social sciences.
Marx Memorial Library
Based on Clerkenwell Green, the Marx Memorial Library holds unique collections on the
International Brigades, the labour movement and socialism.
Modern Records Centre
Based at University of Warwick, Coventry, MRC holds collections including TUC archives, CBI
archives, Transport & General Workers Union archives and British Association of Social
Workers.
National Library of Scotland, Manuscripts Division
The Manuscripts Division holds extensive collections on Scottish trade unions and cooperatives, the Labour Party and other socialist and left-wing organisations in Scotland.
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Senate House Library
Senate House Library holds various material relating to the labour movement, including the
John Burns collections and Trotskyist archives.
TUC Library Collections
The TUC Library Collections hold various printed and archival material relating to the labour
movement, including the TUC Library, the WEA and LRD Archives, and the papers of various
trade unionists.
University of Sussex Special Collections
University of Sussex Special Collections holds a number of internationally acclaimed archival,
manuscript and rare book collections relating to twentieth-century literary, political and
social history.
Welsh Political Archive
The Welsh Political Archive is home to a number of significant collections relating to Labour
history, including the collections of individuals, organisations and events detailing the history
of politics in Wales.
The Women’s Library at the London School of Economics
The Women’s Library holds important archive, printed and museum collections documenting
women’s lives from the 19th century to the present day.
Working Class Movement Library
Based on the personal collection of Eddie and Ruth Frow, the Working Class Movement
Library in Salford holds extensive printed material and archives on the labour movement.
University of Huddersfield Archives at Heritage Quay
The University of Huddersfield’s archive service holds a wide range of political material, but
have a strong focus on Labour’s political thought and history, often linked to local
organisations or people.
May Day Rooms
Located on Fleet Street in London, May Day rooms houses collections related to the
histories of radicalism and resistance by connecting them with contemporary struggle and
protest, and by developing digital platforms for dissemination. They also provide communal
spaces where this material can be explored and researched and for collective gatherings.
Royal College of Nursing
The RCN Library and Archive Service (LAS) holds Europe’s largest nursing collection in
London and Edinburgh. The collection is primarily in the English language, dating mainly from
the 1850s with new items being constantly added. RCN LAS also delivers an annual
programme of events aimed at the public.
The Sparrows’ Nest Library and Archive
Based in St Ann’s, Nottingham, they focus on the history of anarchist groups and individuals
in the UK and beyond, as well as on the history of other social movements, protests and
radicalism in Nottingham & Notts and the wider regions of the East Midlands & South
Yorkshire.
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